Jannet Evanovich was born on April 22\textsuperscript{nd}, 1943 and is an American writer. She began her career writing short contemporary romance novels under the pen name Steffie Hall, but gained fame authoring a series of contemporary mysteries featuring Stephanie Plum, a former lingerie buyer from Trenton, New Jersey, who becomes a bounty hunter to make ends meet after losing her job. The novels in this series have been on the New York Times, USA Today, Wall Street Journal and Amazon bestseller lists. Evanovich has had her last seventeen Plums debut at #1 on the NY Times Best Sellers list and eleven of them have hit #1 on
USA Today Best-Selling Books list. She has over two hundred million books in print worldwide and is translated into over 40 languages.

During the week, Evanovich works eight or more hours per day. On weekends she generally works for an additional four hours each day. She generally creates a brief outline before beginning a new book, with one or two sentences about what will happen in each chapter. Upon the release of a new book, Evanovich regularly goes on book tours. Her book signings attracted thousands of people. Beginning with her third Stephanie Plum book, three to Get Deadly, and ending with Smokin' Seventeen, all of the titles have been chosen from fan submissions.

When she was a kid, she spent a lot of time in LaLa Land. La la Land is like an out-of-body experience –while your mouth is eating lunch your mind is conversing with Captain Kirk. Sometimes she had pretend to sing opera. Her mother would send her to the grocery store down the street, and off she had go, caterwauling at the top of her lungs. Before the opera thing, she went through a horse stage where she galloped everywhere and made holes in her Aunt Lena’s lawn with her hooves. After graduation from South River High School, she spent four years in the Douglass College art department, honing her ability to wear torn Levis, learning to transfer cerebral excitement to primed canvas. Painting beat the heck out of digging holes in lawns, but it never felt exactly right. It was frustrating at best, excruciating at worst. Her audience was too small. Communication was too obscure. She developed a rash from pigment.
Somewhere down the line she started writing stories. The first story was about the pornographic adventures of a fairy who lived in a second rate fairy forest in Pennsylvania. The second story was about …well never mind, you get the picture. She sent her weird stories out to editors and agents and collected rejection letters in a big cardboard box. When the box was full she burned the whole damn thing, crammed her self into pantyhose and went to work for a temp agency. Four months into her less than stellar secretarial career, she got a call from an editor offering to buy her last mailed (and heretofore forgotten) manuscript. It was a romance written for the now defunct Second Chance at Love line, and she was paid a staggering $2,000. With her head reeling from all this money, she plunged into writing romance novels full time, saying good-by, good riddance to pantyhose and office politics. She wrote series romance for the next five years, mostly for Bantam Love swept. It was a rewarding experience, but after twelve romance novels she ran out of sexual positions and decided to move into the mystery genre. She spent two years retooling –drinking beer with law enforcement types, learning to shoot, practicing cussing. At the end of those years she created Stephanie Plum. She wouldn’t go so far as to say Stephanie is an autobiographical character, but she will admit to knowing where she lives.

Evanovich lives in Florida with her husband, Pete, whom she married in 1964. Pete is of Serbian ancestry. Members of Evanovich's family are employed by her company, Evanovich Inc., including her husband, Pete, son, Peter, and daughter Alexandra. In '95 her husband and she moved to New Hampshire. We bought a big ‘ol house on the side of a hill, not far from Dartmouth College. She
has a nice view of the Connecticut River valley from her office window and there’s a couple acres of land around the house. It’s a good place to write a book and would be even better if we just had a decent mall. You can take the girl out of Jersey, but you can’t take Jersey out of the girl.

When we moved to New Hampshire we realized there was more to this writing stuff than just writing, so we formed a family business, Evanovich, Inc. Her son, Peter, a Dartmouth College graduate, assumed responsibility for everything financial. He’s the guy who pulls his hair out at tax time and cracks his knuckles when the stock market dips. In ’96 her daughter Alex, a film and photography school graduate, came on board and created the website. Alex does it all the E-mail, the comics, the store, the online advertising and the newsletter. Both Peter and Alex work full-time for Evanovich, Inc. She is their only client. Her husband, Pete, has his doctorate in mathematics from Rutgers University and now manages all aspects of the business and tries to keep me on time (a thankless, impossible job!) … plus he does a little golfing and skiing . It turns out she is a really boring workaholic with no hobbies or special interests. Her favorite exercise is shopping and her drug of choice is Cheeze Doodles. She reads comic books and she is only watch happy movies. She motivate her self to write by spending her money before she make it.

B. Summary of The Sizzling Sixteen Novel

This novel tells the story of a lucky bottle inherited of uncle Pip to niece Stephanie Plum. Stephanie is a bounty hunter in the bail bond office of her cousin Vinnie. Stephanie lives in apartement and shared with her pet is a hamster named
Rex. Stephanie has many friends, their names are Lula and Connie. They are also her partner in the bail bond office. Lula worked in the archival storage of data while Connie Rosolli have a higher position that is as manager in this office. Stephanie also has a boyfriend that Joe Morelli but its relationship with him unlike other lovers and she also had a male friend that Ranger. Ranger is a very good man and always there when she needed help. Ranger is former special forces and now he started a company of his own.

The problems began when Vinnie was kidnapped by Mickey Gritch which is one of the aides of Bobby Sunflower. Bobby is a cruel and dangerous mafia. Vinnie tangled case of illegal gambling so he must go into debt with a very large amount to Bobby Sunflower. Stephanie was shocked to hear the news, she and her friends are looking for ways to save Vinnie. Stephanie assisted her two friends tried to come to the people closest to Bobby Sunflower. They conduct an investigation to Dirk McCurdle, Chopper and others.

Dirk McCurdle also one that is quite dangerous mafia who had wife more than 4, namely Margareth, Ann, Tomasina, Stella, and Dolly. He found dead at home one of this wives is Dolly. Ernie Wilkes was a friend of McCurdle who gives information taht McCurdle dead. Stephanoie also find out about one of the mafia named Mortimer Gonzoles but he was better known as Chopper. He is a middle class drug sales agent and it is also difficult to find.

Stephanie and her friends finally get a piece of news about Vinnie. He was in one of the houses belonging to Bobby. They immediately headed to the rescue Vinnie. after Vinnie was rescued, he was the driven to his house, but his wife
Lucille even throw because of the incident. Stephanie finally was brought Vinnie to her apartement to stay overnight there and then tomorrow, she would drive to her parents while staying there. After a few days of staying there, Stephanie’s parnts objectd to behavior of Vinnie and asked Stephanie to pick him up. Stephanie asked Mooner to pick up Vinnie from he parents house. But on the way, Vinnie suddenly disapears again when Mooner was buying cake at a bakery. Mooner immediately contact Stephanie and told about this it happened. Stephanie was shocked to hear the news, she doesn’t think that Vinnie kidnapped again.

She thinks that Vinnie was kidnapped again by one of tha aides Bobby Sunflower, she and her friends tried to find a way to get money and the they can make up for Vinnie. They are planning to steal money from the mafia that their main target was the house belonging to Bobby Sunflower and an apartment belonging Chopper because they believe there is a lot of money there that are the result of illegal drug businesses. After successfully earn money with great difficulty, the they immediately went to a cafe belonging to Bobby to make Vinnie. after arriving there, the aide Bobby said that they didn’t kidnape Vinnie. Stephanie confused and shocked to learn it. she immediately met mooner and asked about the chronology of events Vinnie loss. Mooner initially didn’t remember the incident, but after trying to remember, he finally said that Vinnie kidnapped by Joyce Barnhardt. Joyce used to be an Vinnie neighbors and Stephanie’s school friends but she bit strange and very scary. They rushed to the home of Joyce’s hands to Vinnie.
When they go there, they were a little surprised to see Vinnie uses only underwear and a tank top. Vinnie says Joyce threw him out because he didn’t have any money. They bring Vinnie to Stephanie’s apartment. The problem is not resolved there. The next day when Vinnie was in his office, suddenly there are three aides of a dangerous mobster named Gregor wanted to look him. They asked Vinnie to go with them but Stephanie and her friends managed to oust them from the office. Now, the office is very empty because the things in the there has been sold by Lula and Connie to rescue Vinnie from Sunflower. The Firefighter and police are trying to rescue a few items and files belonging to a bail bond office, but no one can be saved because everything is reduced to ashes due to the fire that is too large and difficult to extinguish.

Stephanie is very sad to see the state of his office, she is also remembered by all previous memories. The first time he worked in the office, when he was a bounty hunter and the other sweet memories. She called all her friends to ask their condition. She also told Vinnie about this incident and he was very surprised to hear the news. A few days after the incident, three Gregor aides come to Stephanie’s apartment. They want to bring Vinnie to Gregor, but they are carrying the wrong target. They thought Mooner is Vinnie. Mooner pretend admitted as Vinnie and then, they brought them to meet Gregor. A few hours, their friends came to help them. Ranger and Morelli took his army and Morelli also bring the police and members of the FBI. Finally, the mafia group arrested and taken to the police station. They can be freed from Gregor.